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The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District 6 has conducted a Project Development &
Environment (PD&E) Study to address identified structural and functional deficiencies of the 12 existing
bridges that comprise the Venetian Causeway. The Causeway is owned by Miami-Dade County (County).
Potential alternatives include replacement or rehabilitation of the bridges.
The purpose of this report is to present the findings of a contamination screening evaluation for Venetian
Causeway. This report identifies and evaluates known or potential contamination problems, issues,
presents testing or remedial recommendations concerning these problems, and discusses possible project
impacts or impacts to the proposed project.

The Venetian Causeway is classified as an urban minor arterial road in Miami-Dade County, and is a
significant transportation route connecting the City of Miami with the City of Miami Beach in Miami-Dade
County, Florida. The current Causeway follows the original route of the Collins Bridge, a wooden structure
built in 1913. The bridges along the causeway were originally built in 1926 with an anticipated design life
of 50 years.
Between 1996 and 1999, the twelve causeway bridges underwent major rehabilitation that included the
concrete arched beams, decks, foundations and the full replacement of all sidewalks and railings. The
rehabilitation and repairs to the concrete elements were anticipated to last for ten years. As part of the
rehabilitation, the east bascule bridge (Bridge 10) movable span and machinery was replaced. Spans 17
through 41 of the west bascule bridge (Bridge 1), including the bascule span, were replaced with a higher
profile and wider channel to accommodate navigational traffic.
As a result of the continued deterioration of the bridges, in 2004 the FDOT authorized Miami-Dade County
to post load restrictions on the bridges. Between 2009 and 2011, the County conducted another major
rehabilitation project to repair the causeway’s bridges. The scope of work for this rehabilitation included
major repairs to the bridge support beams, diaphragms, deck undersides, and support piers. In 2011 FDOT
in partnership with Miami-Dade County initiated the PD&E Study. Between 2015 and 2016 the Venetian
Causeway underwent an Emergency Repair to replace the remaining original spans of Bridge 1 (spans 1
to 16). The bridges are continuously being repaired to maintain them operational.
The deteriorated condition of the bridges, deck geometry, and load carrying capacity of the bridges,
affects the ability of the bridges to adequately serve traffic demand; as such, Bridges 2 thru 12 have been
classified as functionally obsolete. Bridge 1 has been replaced in phases and is not considered to be
functionally obsolete.
Due to the accelerated state of deterioration, inspection dates were increased from biennial inspections
(every other year) required by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to biannual inspections (every 6
months).
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The Venetian Causeway is approximately 2.5 miles long and is primarily a two-lane undivided facility that
provides a major link between the City of Miami and the City of Miami Beach in Miami-Dade County,
Florida. The causeway includes ten fixed span bridges and two bascule leaf span bridges over the
Intracoastal Waterway (bridge numbers 874459, 874460, 874461, 874463, 874465, 874466, 874471,
874472, 874473, 874474, 874477, and 874481) extending from North Bayshore Drive (City of Miami) to
Purdy Avenue (City of Miami Beach). The purpose of the proposed project is to address identified
structural and functional deficiencies of the twelve existing bridges through potential alternatives such as
replacement or rehabilitation.
The bridges were originally built in 1926 and have been designated as historic landmarks by the City of
Miami and City of Miami Beach; they are also listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
The project will take this historic designation into consideration and ensure that any decisions on
improvements are coordinated through the County and a Task Force of representatives that reflect the
local, state and federal interests of historic preservation. Given the historicity of the bridge, rehabilitation
options will also be explored as part of the potential alternatives during the PD&E Study.
The causeway bridges are mainly short span reinforced concrete arch beam bridges. Each bridge section
consists of two 12-foot travel lanes with 4-foot bike lanes and 4-foot sidewalks on each side. In 1996, the
bridges underwent a major rehabilitation consisting of gunite repairs to the superstructure arch beams
and full replacement of all sidewalks and railings. The western bascule bridge (Bridge 1) and its spans 17
through 41 were also replaced. Presently, the bridges exhibit severe deterioration because of their
proximity to the very aggressive marine environment. Due to new design codes, these bridges do not
meet current design and safety requirements.
The corridor is tolled, and is owned and operated by Miami-Dade County. A Project Location Map is
included as Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1 Project Location Map

1.3

Purpose and Need

The purpose of the proposed project is to address identified structural and functional deficiencies of the
twelve existing bridges (ten low-level fixed spans and two movable bascules) through potential
alternatives such as replacement or rehabilitation. The improvements are anticipated to meet the
following identified needs:

1.3.1 Structural and Functional Deficiencies
The Venetian Causeway is classified as an urban minor arterial in Miami-Dade County and is a significant
transportation route connecting the City of Miami with the City of Miami Beach. The bridges along the
Venetian Causeway were originally built in 1926 with an anticipated design life of 50 years. The bridges
have exceeded their design life by over 30 years and, in some cases, have been classified as functionally
obsolete. A bridge is considered functionally obsolete if it has deck geometry, load carrying capacity,
clearance or approach roadway alignment that no longer meet criteria for the system which the bridge is
a part. Functionally obsolete bridges do not have adequate lane widths, shoulder widths or vertical
clearances to serve the traffic demand, or may occasionally flood. Due to the accelerated state of
deterioration, inspection dates were increased from the biennial minimum required by FHWA to biannual
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inspections. Bridge Inspection Reports (conducted in October 2018) yielded sufficiency ratings between
27.4 and 67.6 on a scale of 100.0 for the various bridges. According to the FHWA policy, bridges with a
sufficiency rating of less than 50 are eligible for replacement. The sufficiency rating of each bridge is shown
in Table 1-1.
The superstructure of each of these bridges displays advanced corrosion with section loss of several
members that is significant enough to warrant supplemental supports and/or load restrictions. The bridge
inspection reports also cite:
• Under-deck cracks,
• Failure of compression joints,
• Delamination and cracks on pier walls and abutments,
• Corrosion and section loss of substructure members,
• Major deficiencies in the bridge tender's facility,
• Major deck pavement deterioration,
• Substandard signing,
• Pavement marking and signalization, and
• Major Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) deficiencies on both sidewalks along the bridges.
Once initiated, corrosion cannot be remedied, and sufficiency ratings are only expected to decrease
further over time.
Table 1-1 Venetian Causeway Bridge Inventory Ratings
Bridge No.

FDOT Bridge No.

2018 Sufficiency Rating

Deficiency

1

874459

67.6

2

874460

50.0

Functionally Obsolete

3

874461

38.9

Functionally Obsolete

4

874463

38.9

Functionally Obsolete

5

874465

38.9

Functionally Obsolete

6

874466

40.1

Functionally Obsolete

7

874471

37.6

Functionally Obsolete

8

874472

23.6

Functionally Obsolete

9

874473

27.4

Functionally Obsolete

10

874474

32.2

Functionally Obsolete

11

874477

34.3

Functionally Obsolete

12

874481

34.7

Functionally Obsolete
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1.3.2

Transportation Plan Consistency

The Venetian Causeway Bridge project is identified in the Miami-Dade Metropolitan Planning
Organizations 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) as a Priority I Priority II project. In other words,
the Planning and Design phases for this project will be funded in 2015-2020 (Priority I), and the
Construction phase will be funded in 2021-2025 (Priority II). The project, described as a bridge
replacement, is also shown on Table 6-7, Safety Projects of the LRTP. Additionally, the Adopted 20122016 FDOT Five-Year Work Program shows the Venetian Causeway Bridge project with funding in the
amount of $1,770,000 for the PD&E/EMO Study in FY 2012.

1.3.3

Modal Interrelationships

Sidewalks and bicycle lanes exist on both sides of the Venetian Causeway along the entire corridor. Both
the City of Miami and the City of Miami Beach Bicycle Master Plans identify Venetian Causeway as a
significant bicycle corridor as it serves as one of the County’s most well-traveled recreational and
commuter bicycle routes. Pedestrian facilities will additionally be studied for opportunities to enhance
safety and connectivity. Pedestrian and bicycle mobility is anticipated to be improved as a result of this
project.
It should be noted that a Miami-Dade Transit bus route also operates along the causeway corridor, Route
101, Route A. This route connects the Omni Metromover/Bus Terminal adjacent to the Performing Arts
Center to Lincoln Road in South Beach. Bus operation will be maintained on the corridor.

1.3.4

Emergency Evacuation

The Venetian Causeway not only serves west/east travel between the City of Miami and the City of Miami
Beach, but it also serves regional travel as it is one of only two routes leading from south Miami Beach
that provides hurricane evacuation capabilities.

1.4 Alternatives Considered
Alternatives evaluated during the PD&E Study include the No-Action Alternative, the Transportation
Systems Management, and Operations (TSM&O) alternative, and two build alternatives as described
below. Alternatives were developed and evaluated based on the ability to meet the project needs. The
No-Action Alternatives will remain viable until after the Public Hearing. For additional information relating
to the Alternatives Analysis, please see the Preliminary Engineering Report (PER) on file at the District.

1.4.1

No-Action Alternative

The No-Action Alternative maintains the existing bridges and roadway approaches in their current
condition. No improvements would be made on the structures, except for routine maintenance. This
alternative is used as a basis to evaluate the other project alternatives.
As a result of the bridge inspections dated October 26, 2017 through January 17, 2018, all the bridges in
the causeway were classified as “functionally obsolete”. Sufficiency ratings for bridges 2-12 are all at 50
or below out of a possible 100 based on the FHWA Sufficiency Rating Evaluation. According to the FHWA
policy, bridges with a sufficiency rating of less than 50 are eligible for replacement.
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The No-Action Alternative includes only routine maintenance performed as needed to keep the bridges
open to traffic until safety issues, such as reduced capacity due to ongoing deterioration, would require
them to be closed. Repair or replacement could be considered at a later date. This alternative does not
include modification or improvements to the existing bridges or approach roadway. Existing geometric
features and other deficiencies, including substandard lane width and curbs would remain. No changes to
the existing horizontal and vertical navigational clearances would occur. The routine maintenance that
would be performed on the structures would include:
•
•
•
•

Spall repairs;
Structural steel cleaning and painting;
Steel repairs; and
Mechanical and Electrical maintenance repairs.

The bridges are vulnerable to coastal storms and are below the 100-year Peak Storm Surge elevation of
11.6 feet NAVD88. Storm surge heights range from 7.7 feet (FEMA) to 11.6 feet for the 100-year storm.
Wave crest is storm surge plus 70% of the maximum wave height. The Causeway fixed bridges would be
inundated in the 100-year storm event. The bridges are also scour susceptible. The 100-year base flood
event is predicted to result in scour to an elevation of (-)20.9 feet, which is below average existing pile
tip elevation of (-)19.0 feet. This would result in bridge failure.
The No-Action Alternative would preserve the historic character of the Venetian Causeway, and does
not appear to be an adverse effect to the significant resources under Section 106. There are also no
impacts to noise and air quality and no potential for contamination involvement with the no-action
alternative. However, the alternative was deemed to be neither feasible nor prudent as it does not
correct the bridges’ structural and functional deficiencies. In addition, the lack of appropriate treatment
of stormwater runoff will continue to degrade the natural habitat of Biscayne Bay. Over time, continued
deterioration of structural elements will pose safety hazards to the public or place intolerable
restrictions on travel.

1.4.2 Transportation Systems Management & Operations (TSM&O)
The objective of Transportation Systems Management & Operations (TSM&O) multi-modal improvements
is to identify strategies that reduce existing traffic congestion and prevent its occurrence in areas that are
currently not congested. These strategies are designed to modify travel behavior and increase system
efficiency without costly infrastructure improvements. TSM&O strategies are implemented when one or
more of the following occurs:
•
•
•
•

Insufficient funds available to meet system improvement needs;
Increased construction costs for new roadways and transit facilities;
Increased need to improve operational efficiency; or
Changes in travel patterns.

TSM&O options generally include traffic signal and intersection improvements, access management and
transit improvements. The TSM&O Alternative includes those types of activities designed to maximize the
utilization and efficiency of the present system. The alternative components that were considered include
the following:
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•
•
•
•
•

Traffic signal optimization;
Traffic operational improvements to include signing and pavement marking improvements;
Enhanced bus service;
Facilitated pedestrian and bicyclist measures; and
Limited repairs on the existing bridges to improve operation.

Similar to the No-Action Alternative, the TSM&O Alternative would preserve the historic character of the
bridges and does not appear to be an adverse effect to the significant resources under Section 106, but
maintains the existing bridges in their current condition. There are no impacts to noise and air quality
and no potential for contamination involvement. The alternative provides some transportation
operation improvements on the corridor, but was deemed to be neither feasible nor prudent as it does
not correct the bridges’ structural and functional deficiencies. In addition, the lack of appropriate
treatment of stormwater runoff will continue to degrade the natural habitat of Biscayne Bay. Over time,
continued deterioration of structural elements will pose safety hazards to the public or place restrictions
on travel.

1.4.3 Build Alternative - Rehabilitation
Stormwater Management System
Existing stormwater management systems in the residential islands and proposed systems on the spoil
islands will be utilized to collect runoff from the bridges since scuppers will be eliminated with the
replacement of the existing bridge deck. These systems will provide water quality and attenuation. The
stormwater management approach will be coordinated through pre-application meetings with DERM, the
local-environmental agency, and SFWMD, the regional water management district as well as the
maintaining agencies, such as the City of Miami and the City of Miami Beach.
For Bridge 12, half of the stormwater runoff will drain toward the City of Miami Beach’s stormwater
management system along Dade Boulevard and Sunset Harbour Drive. Dade boulevard has completed
reconstruction and the proposed stormwater management approach will be coordinated with the City of
Miami Beach to ensure there is sufficient capacity to handle the stormwater runoff.
Rehabilitation Alternative 4: Fixed Bridge Rehabilitation with Beam Strengthening
Rehabilitation Alternative 4 would correct physical and design criteria deficiencies of the existing bridges
to extend their service life. Considering the historical significance of the existing causeway, all efforts were
made to protect and preserve the bridges as a historic resource. This rehabilitation alternative includes
deck replacement, beam strengthening and foundation strengthening. This alternative was developed in
order to maintain the existing bridges in their location without major changes, and to extend service life
by 25 years.
This alternative achieves the established rehabilitation criteria and includes the following:
•

Replace the existing 6.5-inch deck with a new higher strength concrete 8.5-inch deck;

•

Strengthen the existing foundations by installing new drilled shafts (Figures 1-2 and 1-3);

•

Foundations designed to resist wave force vulnerability;
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•

Encase existing and new footings to strengthen the foundations;

•

Repair concrete spalls and cracks in the beams and diaphragms;

•

Repair jacketed piles;

•

Strengthen interior beams by widening by 8-inches on both sides and strengthening exterior
beams by widening by 8-inches on the inside face.

•

Strengthened beams, cast-in-place deck and strengthened foundation would provide adequate
resistance to meet current FDOT/American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) live load requirements.

•

Strengthened foundation to meet the standards for scour resistance, wave force resistance
(classified as Extremely Critical) and vessel impact resistance (classified as Critical). Refer to the
Bridge Hydraulics/ Design Scour Report dated May 27, 2016.

•

Cathodic protection impressed current system for the beams and diaphragms. Refer to
Conceptual Cathodic Protection Design for Bridge Superstructure and Substructure Components
dated June 15, 2015.

•

Bridges would be closed one at a time during construction, and detours would be provided.

•

Utility services would be maintained on the bridge during its construction time.
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Figure 1-2 Rehabilitation Alternative 4: Beam and Foundation Strengthening Concept
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Figure 1-3 Rehabilitation Drilled Shaft Foundation Strengthening
Estimated ROW Acquisition: None
Anticipated Cost: $43 Million

Rehabilitation Alternative M1: Bascule Bridge Rehabilitation
The rehabilitation of the movable span bridge 10 includes modifications to the existing bridge to improve
safety aspects and eliminate structural, mechanical and electrical deficiencies. The rehabilitation would
be designed to extend the life of the bridge for a minimum of 25 years with routine maintenance and
Venetian Causeway
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periodic repairs. This rehabilitation alternative would not include changes in the horizontal or vertical
clearance. The bridge would not be widened; therefore, the existing sidewalks and lane configurations
would remain the same.
The following scope of work is recommended for the Rehabilitation Alternatives:
Bridge 1 (West Bascule – 874459)
The easternmost spans of this bridge were partially replaced in 1999 and then the westernmost spans
were replaced in 2016 in the Emergency Repair Project. As such, the bridge is in good condition. The
following repairs should only be considered as part of any future rehabilitation to extend the life of the
bridge. These costs were not included in the cost estimates for the project.
Structural:
• Recondition Bascule Span Superstructure (Reduce Maintenance):
o Replace Steel Coating System
 Use Metalized Primer for Enhanced Corrosion Resistance
o Replace Bolts
 Use Mechanically Galvanized Structural Bolts for Enhanced Corrosion Resistance
 Use Stainless Steel (Type 316) Fasteners for Miscellaneous Components
• Modify Bascule Span Superstructure (Improve Functionality/Maintenance):
o Replace Sidewalk Plates and Install New Curb Assembly (5-foot Wide Sidewalk)
o Install Machinery Room Access Platforms
o Modify Bridge Railing to Accept Railing Mounted Span Locks
• Repair Bascule Pier Concrete (Extend Concrete Service Life):
o Clean and Seal Cracks
o Replace Class 5 Applied Finish Coating
• Recondition Fender System (Reduce Maintenance):
o Replace Timber Components with Plastic Marine Lumber
o Replace Hardware with Stainless Steel (Type 316) Hardware
o Replace Access Ladders and Cages
Mechanical:
• Recondition Hydraulic Cylinder Drive System (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance):
o Recondition Hydraulic Cylinders
 New Seals, Rod Bearings
 Clean and Polish Rods
 Replace Lubrication Fittings
 Flush and Clean Clevis Assemblies
 Replace Flexible Hosing and Fittings
 Recondition Hydraulic Power Units
 Replace Motors and Pumps
 Replace Seals
 Replace Valves
 Replace Electronic Controls
 Replace Flexible Hosing and Fittings
 Replace Fluid, Clean and Flush System
Venetian Causeway
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o
o
o
o

Recondition Trunnion Assemblies
 Clean and Polish Journal Surfaces
 Replace Lubrication Ports, Flush and Clean bearings
Properly Balance Spans
Adjust Live Load Shoes
 Replace Shims and Hardware
Replace Span Lock Assemblies
 Mount in Modified Bridge Railings with Access from Sidewalks

Electrical:
• Replace Electrical Power Distribution System (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance):
o New Conduit, Wiring, Junction Boxes, Receptacles, Pier Lighting
 Use Improved Materials for Enhanced Corrosion Resistance
o Recondition Motor Control Center
o New Service Entrance
o Recondition Standby Generator and Automatic Transfer Switch
o New Grounding and Surge Suppression System
o New Submarine Cable Installed in Permanent Duct
• Replace Electrical Control System (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance):
o Recondition Control Desk, Control Panels, Relays/PLC
o New Limit Switches
• Replace Navigation Lighting (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance)
• Replace Warning Gates and Signals (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance)
Architectural:
• Renovate Control House
o Replace Windows and Doors
o Install Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Camera System
o Clean and Paint Interior
o Replace Flooring
Bridge 10 (East Bascule – 874474)
This bridge was completely rehabilitated in 1999 to include new electrical and mechanical systems as well
as new bascule leaves. In 2016, there was also a structural, mechanical, and electrical rehabilitation to
improve existing conditions. This rehabilitation would extend the life of the bridge by 25 years.
Structural:
• Recondition Bascule Span Superstructure (Reduce Maintenance):
 Replace Bolts. Use Mechanically Galvanized Structural Bolts for Enhanced
Corrosion Resistance
 Use Stainless Steel (Type 316) Fasteners for Miscellaneous Components
• Modify Bascule Span Superstructure (Improve Functionality/Maintenance):
o Replace Sidewalk Plates and Install New Curb Assembly (5-foot Wide Sidewalk)
o Install Machinery Room Access Platforms
• Repair Bascule Pier Concrete (Extend Concrete Service Life):
o Remove Surface Concrete to Depth of Reinforcing
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 Removes Unsound and Contaminated Material
o Supplement Deteriorated Reinforcing Steel (as Required)
o Install Cathodic Protection System
o Use Corrosion Resistant concrete
o Replace Class 5 Applied Finish Coating
• Strengthen Bascule Pier Foundations (Resist Wave Loading):
o Remove Bascule Pier Deck and Deck Joints between Curbs
o Remove Live Load Support Beams and Concrete Brackets
o Temporarily Remove Bascule Leaves
 Float-out on Barges
o Install Drilled Shafts or Driven Concrete Piles between Footings
o Install Steel Sheet Pile Cofferdam with Tremie Concrete Seal and Dewater
 Facilitates Construction in the Dry
o Install Reinforcing Steel and Anchor to Pier Footings
o Form and Pour Concrete Strut between Pier Footings
o Cut-off or Remove Steel Sheet Piles
• Construct Counterweight Enclosure (Prevent Submersion of Counterweight/Improve Protection)
o Construct Precast Enclosure Slab/Walls
o Install Precast between Pier Columns and Seal with Supplemental Forms
o Install Tremie Concrete Seal and Dewater
 Facilitates Construction in the Dry
o Install Reinforcing Steel and Anchor to Pier Columns, Beams and Diaphragms
o Form and Pour Concrete Slab and Walls
o Reinstall Bascule Leaves
 Float-in on Barges
o Reconstruct Live Load Shoe Support Beams and Concrete Bracket
• Reconstruct Bascule Pier Deck between Curbs
• Install Galvanized Steel Screen and Gate along Front Wall (Prevent Unauthorized Access)
• Recondition Fender System (Reduce Maintenance):
o Replace Timber Components with Plastic Marine Lumber
o Replace Hardware with Stainless Steel (Type 316) Hardware
o Replace Access Ladders
Mechanical:
• Recondition Drive Train (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance):
o Replace Steel Coating System
 Use Metalized Primer for Enhanced Corrosion Resistance
o Recondition Gear Boxes
 Replace Gaskets, Breathers, and Sight Glasses
o Recondition Bearings
 Clean and Polish Surfaces
 Replace Lubrication Ports, Flush and Clean
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Figure 1-4 Bridge 10 Bascule Leaf Rehabilitation Concept
Electrical:
• Replace Electrical Power Distribution System (Improve Reliability and Reduce Maintenance):
o New Conduit, Wiring, Junction Boxes, Receptacles, Pier Lighting
 Use Improved Materials for Enhanced Corrosion Resistance
o New Motor Control Center
o New Service Entrance
o New Standby Generator and Automatic Transfer Switch
o New Grounding and Surge Suppression System
o New Submarine Cable Installed in Permanent Duct
• Replace Navigation Lighting (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance)
• Replace Warning Gates and Signals (Improve Reliability/Reduce Maintenance)
Architectural:
• Renovate Control House
o Replace Windows and Doors
o Install CCTV Camera System
o Clean and Paint Interior
o Replace Flooring
Anticipated Cost: $9 Million
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1.4.4 Build Alternative - Replacement
Stormwater Management System
Similar to the rehabilitation approach, the existing stormwater management systems in the residential
islands and proposed systems on the spoil islands will be utilized to collect runoff from the bridges since
scuppers will be eliminated. These systems will provide water quality and attenuation. The stormwater
management approach will be coordinated through pre-application meetings with DERM, the local
environmental agency, and SFWMD, the regional water management district as well as the maintaining
agencies, such as the City of Miami and the City of Miami Beach.
For Bridge 12, half of the stormwater runoff will drain toward the City of Miami Beach’s stormwater
management system along Dade Boulevard and Sunset Harbour Drive. Dade Boulevard has completed
reconstruction and the proposed stormwater management approach will be coordinated with the City of
Miami Beach to ensure there is sufficient capacity to handle the stormwater runoff.
Replacement Alternative T1: Venetian Railing
Bridge railings are required for the protection of traffic and pedestrians from drop offs and other obstacles
and must function to contain and redirect errant vehicles using the structure. Bridge railings are designed
to satisfy requirements provided by AASHTO’s Guide Specification for Bridge Railings. AASHTO requires
railings to have performance characteristics based on a number of factors such as: roadway classification,
design speed, average daily traffic, percentage of truck traffic, alignments and bridge conditions.
The T1 alternative maintains the existing Venetian Railing at the coping, and maintains the historical
character of the causeway (Figure 1-5). The existing Venetian Railing is different from the original Venetian
Railing. During the 1996 to 1999 Rehabilitation Project, the original railings were replaced with heavier
railings designed for vehicular impact consistent with the AASHTO requirements at the time, but not the
geometric requirements. The provision of a curbed sidewalk in front of the railing was introduced on both
sides of the bridge to mitigate for any geometric deficiencies. The existing Venetian Railing was also used
in the 2016 Emergency Repair Project for Bridge 1. The existing Venetian Railing maintains the historic
appearance of the causeway. The railing will not comply with all the geometric requirements of AASHTO’s
Guide Specification for Bridge Railings, so a variation or exception will be required.
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Figure 1-5 Replacement Alternative T1: Typical Section
Replacement Alternative 7: Arched Beams
The Arched Beam superstructure replacement alternative supports the required AASHTO HL-93 load. The
HL-93 truck consists of a “design truck plus design lane load” or “design tandem plus design lane load”,
whichever is the worst case. The design truck is a 3-axle HS20 truck with weight limit of 36 tons, the
design tandem is a military truck with twin axles of 12.5 tons each, and the design lane load consist of a
9.3KN/m uniformly distributed in the longitudinal direction. The structural system mimics the dimensions
and appearance of the original structure. The superstructure consists of variable depth arched beams.
The variable depth beams are approximately 2 feet deep at midspan and 4 feet deep at beam ends (See
Figure 1-6).

Figure 1-6 Replacement Alternative 7: Arched Beam Elevation View
The proposed approach span bridge section would be increased 16 feet from the existing 41-foot 10-inch
wide section. The 57-foot 10-inch-wide bridge section includes two 8-foot sidewalks, two 1-foot 6-inch
shoulders, two 7-foot. buffered bicycle lanes and two 11-foot travel lanes (See Figure 1-7).
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Figure 1-7 Replacement Alternative 7: Arched Beam Typical Section
Bridge height affects the extent of potential impacts to right-of-way and connecting streets. The vertical
alignment of the new fixed bridges would be raised a minimum of 1 foot above the existing clearance to
Biscayne Bay. The raised bridge profile will require modifications to the roadway approaches. (See Figure
1-8)

Figure 1-8 Replacement Alternative 7: Raised Bridge Profile
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Substructure
Two foundation types were considered for the replacement alternatives:
•

24-inch Square Prestressed Concrete Piles

•

48-inch Drilled Shafts

Deep foundations with piles consist of a footing or pile cap supported by precast, prestressed concrete
square piles. Piles are slender members that support the foundation loads when the soil is not capable of
doing so. The piles resist and transfer the vertical and horizontal bridge loads to the soil or rock.
Advantages of piles include:
• Elimination of need for cofferdams and dewatering if pile caps are used;
• Fewer environmental impacts would be incurred; and
• Piles are less prone to scour and erosion.
Disadvantages of piles include:
• Driving piles may incur impacts to adjacent bridges and homes in close proximity;
• Piles are more susceptible to marine collision damage especially if they are exposed when pile
caps are used; and
• Piles would require more specialized testing and inspection.
Deep foundations with drilled shafts are cast-in-place reinforced concrete piles. They are larger than
driven piles, therefore they can take larger loads than piles as well as resist more vertical loads and
moments. Drilled shafts are constructed by drilling to the required depth, cleaned, inspected, reinforced
with a reinforcing steel cage, and concrete placed in the hole. The construction process is not
environmentally friendly due to the drilling operation; however, noise impact would be greatly reduced
for this alternative.
Despite the high cost of drilled shafts, they are recommended for this project to reduce noise impacts.
Additionally, drilled shafts were proven to be effective during the partial Bridge 1 replacement in 1999
and 2016.
Estimated ROW Acquisition: None
Anticipated Cost: $47 Million
Replacement Alternative M4: Double Leaf Bascule Bridge
This alternative would replace the existing Bridge 10 movable bridge with a new double leaf bascule bridge
10. Advantages to the double leaf bascule bridges include:
•
•
•

Unlimited vertical clearance in the raised position;
The design can be laid out in a symmetrical arrangement which is an advantage when an “arched”
look is desired; and
They provide natural barriers to vehicular traffic when in the open position.

The existing bascule span provides 6 feet of minimum vertical clearance above mean high water at the
face of fenders and 10 feet at the center of the navigation channel with the span lowered. The existing
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horizontal clearance is 56 feet between fenders. There are no established official US Coast Guard (USCG)
vertical or horizontal guide clearances for this waterway crossing. However, a USCG Bridge Permit will be
required for the replacement bridge and the USCG will make a determination concerning acceptable
vertical and horizontal clearances for the proposed replacement bridge. For reference, the bridges at the
east end of Julia Tuttle Causeway (I-195) to the north and MacArthur Causeway (SR A1A) to the south are
high-level bridges with fixed spans over the navigation channel that provide 35 feet of minimum vertical
clearance above mean high water. They both provide 75 feet of horizontal clearance between fenders.
A 75-foot horizontal clearance between fenders is proposed for the movable span replacement option.
This provides improved safety at the Venetian Causeway site and is consistent with bridges located to the
north and south of the causeway. In order to span the proposed 75-foot wide navigation channel, the
bascule span will require a minimum overall structure depth (controlled by the depth of the main girders)
of approximately 10 feet at the face of the fenders (See Figure 1-9).

Figure 1-9 Replacement Alternative M4: Double Leaf Bascule Bridge
For a movable span bridge, the vertical clearance in the closed position affects the number of bridge
openings and traffic flow. Higher vertical clearance in the closed position would require fewer bridge
openings. The existing bridge provides only 6 feet of minimum vertical clearance at mean high water over
the Intracoastal Waterway (ICWW) at the fenders in the closed position. Unlimited clearance is provided
in the open position. The vessel height survey conducted on this bridge indicated the bridge would see
less openings if the vertical clearance of the bridge was raised. The raising of the bridge must take into
consideration the impacts to the spoil islands and residential islands as well as the historic appearance of
the causeway. The bridge vertical clearance alternatives considered for Bridge 10 include:
•

10.5 feet of vertical clearance at the fender and 13.5 feet of vertical clearance at centerline of
channel. This profile maintains the drive machinery above the 100-year flood elevation. Although
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the bascule piers will flood during a storm event, the mechanical and electrical systems of the
bridge will remain above the flood elevation. The spoil islands will have retaining walls. A ramp
could be provided for pedestrian access to the islands.
•

13.0 feet of vertical clearance at the fender and 16.0 feet of vertical clearance at centerline of
channel. This profile would maximize the height of the bridge by raising the profile beginning at
the point where bridges 9 and 11 connect to the residential islands. The spoil islands will have
retaining walls. A ramp could be provided for pedestrian access to the islands.

The lower profile bridge with 10.5 feet of vertical clearance at the fender and 13.5 feet of vertical
clearance at the centerline of the channel was requested by the public at the Alternatives Public
Workshop, in order for the bridge to remain as low as possible and preserve its existing appearance.
Vertical profiles were prepared for the above alternatives to determine where each alternative would tie
back into existing grade on the approach roadways. Both proposed profiles have a maximum vertical
grade of five percent to meet ADA requirements for pedestrians (Figure 1-10).

Figure 1-10 Bridge 10 Vertical Profile
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A bridge profile with 10.5 feet of vertical clearance at the fender and 13.5 feet of vertical clearance at
centerline of channel is proposed. This profile has the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Least impacts to the appearance of the causeway
Reduces the need to raise bridges 9 and 11
Minimizes the use of retaining walls
Maintains pedestrian access to the spoil islands from the roadway
Has the least impacts to the aesthetics and view shed of the causeway

Anticipated Cost: $43 Million

1.5

Recommended Alternative

(To be completed after the public hearing.)
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The existing land uses within the project area were determined through the interpretation and review of
the 2008 South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) Florida Land Use and Cover Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) layer, and the more detailed Miami-Dade County LUMA land use GIS layer.
Land uses identified within the proposed right of way (ROW) limits and adjacent to the
corridor are shown in Appendix A. The land use map includes acreage totals per land use and
type.
The majority of land within and adjacent to the existing ROW is urban and built-up. The land
use within the ROW is primarily transportation and exists as either roads or bridges. Within
500 feet of the existing ROW the land uses are predominantly medium density single family
and high density multi-family residential and commercial lodging exists adjacent to the east and
west sides of the project corridor. Recreational land (public parks) and open space can be
observed from the ROW.

In the project area within Miami-Dade County, the surficial aquifer is composed of sediments from the
Pleistocene Epoch. The geological units from the land surface down include the Pamlico Sands, Miami
Oolite, Anastasia Formation, Key Largo Limestone, Fort Thompson Formation, Caloosahatchee Marl, and
the Tamiami Formation. The above stratigraphic sequence does, however, vary depending on the area.
The geology within the project area consists primarily of sandstone, limestone on the western end of the
causeway and shelly sand and clay underlying the causeway moving eastward toward Miami Beach.

Biscayne Bay
The project area is within Biscayne Bay, a shallow estuary where freshwater from the mainland mixes with
salt water from the sea within the Atlantic Coastal Ridge of Florida. As described by the National Park
Service, the bay serves as a nursery for marine species, with seagrass beds providing habitat as well as
food for sea life. Many fish, crustaceans and shellfish spend part of their lives in the bay. The bay is one
of the most productive ecosystems in the greater Biscayne National Park. Fresh water flow brings
nutrients from inland areas, and plants combine nutrients with energy from the sun, carbon dioxide and
water to produce food. The Venetian Islands and non-bridge portions of the Venetian Causeway were
created from dredge materials which came from the bay. The Venetian Causeway follows the original
route of the Collins Bridge, a wooden structure built in 1913 by John S. Collins and Carl G. Fisher which
opened up the barrier island for development.
Biscayne Aquifer
The shallow aquifer system (groundwater source) in Miami-Dade County is a water table aquifer
commonly referred to as the Biscayne Aquifer. The Biscayne Aquifer is a hydrologic system that crosses
stratigraphic contacts and is limited by the hydraulic properties of the rock units it contains. The wedgeVenetian Causeway
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shaped aquifer is thickest along the coastline where it may exceed 400 feet in some areas. In the project
area, the wedge-shaped aquifer is approximately 300 feet thick and thickens towards the east. In this
area, the regional groundwater flow is towards the east and the water table generally lies approximately
six to 10 feet below land surface. The Biscayne Aquifer is classified by the State of Florida as a G-II aquifer,
which is groundwater characterized as having potable water source potential.

The proximity of the project corridor to public wellfields and surface water bodies was investigated.
According to the Miami-Dade County Existing Wellfield Protection Zone Map (1998), no public wells are
located within a one-quarter mile of the project corridor. The nearest public wellfield is located
approximately 5 miles to the west of the project corridor, to the north of the Miami International Airport.

As illustrated in the Soils Map in Appendix B, and according to the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS), the project corridor is dominated by Urban Land and are generally poorly drained, compacted fill
materials. As the fill islands of Venetian Causeway were constructed with dredge materials from the bay,
the composition is primarily shelly sand and clay of Pleistocene age.

A preliminary evaluation of Venetian Causeway was conducted to determine potential contamination
issues within the proposed project limits from properties or operations located within the vicinity of the
project. This evaluation consisted of the following tasks:
1. Field surveys conducted in June 2016 and January 2017 to identify potential contamination concerns
within and adjacent to the project corridor. Site visits were conducted throughout the contamination
evaluation to verify information obtained from the public records and to identify additional potential
contamination sites not addressed in the public records. Copies of site photographs are presented in
Appendix C.
2. A study of historical aerials obtained from the FDOT, University of Florida and Google databases
including the years of 1951, 1968, 1973, 1985, 1991, and 2015 to evaluate the corridor’s progression of
development and to identify any potential contamination sites predating or unrecorded in available
agency records. A data gap exists in the aerial photography records between 1991 and 2015 as none of
the available aerial photograph databases reviewed contained aerials in this interval. Copies of the aerial
photographs reviewed are presented in Appendix D.
3. The identification of facilities permitted to handle, store, or generate hazardous substances and sites
with documented hazardous substance discharges within 500 feet of the project corridor, solid waste
facilities within one-quarter mile, and Superfund/Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) sites within one mile of the project were identified through the
review of the GIS databases of various Federal, State and Local enforcement agencies. The GIS layers
reviewed include, but were not limited to: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act Regulated (RCRA) Facilities; USEPA Toxic Release Inventory System (TRIS);
USEPA Superfund/National Priority List (NPL) Sites; Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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(FDEP) State Funded Hazardous Waste Cleanup Sites; FDEP Dry Cleaning Program Sites; FDEP Petroleum
Contamination Monitoring Sites; FDEP Large Quantity Generators of Hazardous Waste; FDEP Brownfield
Areas; FDEP Storage Tank Contamination Monitoring (STCM) sites; FDEP Solid Waste Facilities; FDEP
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal (TSD) facilities of Hazardous Waste; Miami-Dade County Contaminated
Sites; and Miami-Dade County Landfills. Data collection from the GIS databases provided basic facility
information including addresses, permit/discharge identification numbers, cleanup status, distance from
ROW, etc.
4. Site history investigations for each facility identified as a potential contamination concern were done
by reviewing documentation available within Federal, State, and local agency online databases including
Miami-Dade County Department of Environmental Management (DERM) files. The online databases
reviewed include the USEPA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Information System (CERCLIS), which includes all sites listed or being considered for listing on the NPL;
and the FDEP OCULUS and Map Direct data management systems. The site histories were last updated in
July 2017.
5. Where applicable, further site history data collection and review was conducted through other
agencies, such as: the SFWMD; the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA); the NRCS; the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS); or other agencies or firms with pertinent information.
6. This report provides the results of a Level I evaluation of the project corridor and defines the potential
for contamination impacts. A Level II investigation, which includes soil and groundwater sampling or other
means to verify the type and extent of contamination present (that may have the potential to impact the
project), will be conducted during the Final Design phase, as necessary.
An evaluation of all data collected for each site to determine the site’s potential degree of risk (No, Low,
Medium, High) for contamination involvement with the proposed project. Risk ratings were assigned in
accordance with Part 2, Chapter 20, Section 2.3.2 (June 14, 2017 revision) of the FDOT PD&E Manual. The
contamination rating system is divided into four degrees of risk: No, Low, Medium and High. This system
expresses the degree of likelihood for potential contamination problems that may impact project
construction. Known problems may not necessarily present a high cause for concern if the regulatory
agencies are aware of the situation and actions, where necessary, are either complete or are underway,
and these actions will not have an adverse impact on the proposed project.:
No - A review of available information on the property and a review of the conceptual or design plans
indicates there is no potential contamination impact to the project. It is possible that contaminants had
been handled on the property. However, findings from the contamination screening evaluation or
sampling and testing results indicate that contamination impacts are not expected.
Low - A review of available information indicates that former or current activities on the property have
an ongoing contamination issue, has a hazardous waste generator identification (ID) number, or handles
hazardous materials in some capacity. However, based on the review of conceptual or design plans and/or
findings from the contamination screening evaluation or sampling and testing results, it is not likely that
there would be any contamination impacts to the project.
Medium - After a review of conceptual or design plans and findings from a contamination screening
evaluation or sampling and testing results, a potential contamination impact to the project has been
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identified. If there is insufficient information (such as regulatory records or site historical documents) to
make a determination as to the potential for contamination impact, and there is reasonable suspicion that
contamination may exist, the property should be rated at least as a “Medium”. Properties used historically
as gasoline stations and which have not been evaluated or assessed by regulatory agencies, sites with
abandoned in place underground petroleum storage tanks or currently operating gasoline stations should
receive this rating.
High - After a review of all available information and conceptual or design plans, there is appropriate
analytical data that shows contamination will substantially impact construction activities, have
implications to ROW acquisition or have other potential transfer of contamination related liability to the
FDOT.

The project was reviewed through the FDOT’S Efficient Transportation Decisions Making (ETDM) process
where members of the Environmental Technical Advisory Team (ETAT) provide input/comments. The
ETDM Screening Summary Report (No. 12756) is on file at the District. The USEPA and FDEP assigned a
Minimal degree of effect for contaminated sites, recommending evaluation of subsurface contamination
potential at a RCRA site (Texaco # 240210718) identified within 100 feet of the project, as well as the
petroleum tank sites and RCRA regulated sites within 500 feet of the project. Consistent with EPA’s
recommendations, during this evaluation, attention was paid to historical land uses such as solid waste
disposal (see sections 7.1 Historic Aerial Review and 7.2 Site History below) that may have an effect on
the proposed project.
The FDEP further commented that the Contamination Screening Evaluation Report should outline specific
procedures that would be followed in the event that drums, wastes, tank, or potentially contaminated
soils are encountered during construction. These provisions will be provided in the proposed project’s
construction contract documents (see section 8.0 Recommendations).

Available historical aerial photography from 1951 to the present was reviewed to identify previous
and current land uses which may have the potential to adversely impact implementation of the
recommended build alternative. Table 6-1 contains a summary of the historical aerial review and
Appendix D contains aerial photographs of the project study area. As described in Section 6.2 regarding
Site 5, Maurice Gibb Memorial Park, prior to 1969, at least two facilities (Gulf Oil Company on Dade
Boulevard and Amber Oil Company on Purdy Avenue) stored products on the property. The Gulf Oil
Company station may have included an underground storage tank, as historical aerials show a small paved
area in the southwest corner of the current park grounds. Historically, Gulf Oil Company also operated a
gas station across Purdy Avenue at 1403 Dade Boulevard (see Chevron Property, Site 4), which was
monitored until a No Further Action Proposal (NFAP) was accepted and the site was administratively
closed in 1997. No historical aerials were available from 1991-2015. However, a review of Google Earth©
showed changes between 2014 and 2016. During this time, Miami Herald Publishing (Site 13) located on
the south side of the western project terminus, was demolished and cleared.
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Table 6-1 Historic Aerial Review Summary
1951

1968

1973

1985

1991

2015

The Venetian Causeway is
present and the areas to the
west of the causeway, as well
as the islands along the
causeway, have been
developed. A multi-story
building is present at the
northwest approach to the
causeway and a parking lot is
present to the southwest.
Biscayne Island is under
development with residential
homes under construction on
the north side of the
causeway. A narrow beach is
present along the southwest
side of Biscayne Island. On
the southeast side of Biscayne
Island are two multi-story
residential developments, one
with six buildings, and one
farther east with five
buildings. No aerial
photographs showing the
causeway east of Biscayne
Island were available for this
year.

The south side of
Biscayne Island has been
filled to expand the
beach southward. The
residential islands of San
Marco, San Marino, Di
Lido, Rivo Alto, and Belle
have been developed.
Belle Island Park appears
as vacant land. The area
to the north of the
eastern approach to the
causeway has been
developed with a
building and parking lot.
To the north of this
building is another
rectangular
configuration of
buildings with docks to
the west. The area to
the north of these
buildings is cleared and
undeveloped. There is a
canal to the south of the
eastern approach to the
causeway.

The recreational
space on the south
side of Biscayne
Island has been
further developed
to include vehicle
access. There is a
cleared area that
appears to be used
for parking within
Belle Island Park.
The structures on
the north side of
the eastern
approach to the
causeway have
been razed and the
docks have been
removed. The
parcel now exists
as vacant
vegetated land.

The north side of the
western approach to
the causeway now has
multiple residential
towers present. The
recreational space on
the south side of
Biscayne Island has
been completed. The
six building
development on the
south side of Biscayne
Island has been
redeveloped with two
towers replacing the
previous buildings. The
cleared space in Belle
Island Park is no longer
present and vehicles
are parked around the
perimeter. The north
side of the eastern
approach to the
causeway has been
cleared and paved
parking spaces and a
path have been added.

No significant
change from
previous.

There is a building to the
south of the toll plaza
within the recreational area
on Biscayne Island. The
central portion of San
Marco Island has been
developed with two
residential homes. Maurice
Gibb Memorial Park has
been completed on the
north side of the eastern
approach to the causeway.
Between 2014 and 2015 the
Miami Herald Publishing
(Site 13) was demolished
and cleared. This building
was on the southern side of
the western project
terminus.
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Asbestos and lead-based paint surveys were conducted for Bridge 1 in 2014 which was replaced by MiamiDade County between 2015 and 2016 (see Appendix G). No asbestos containing materials or lead-based
paint were identified during the surveys. Surveys for the remaining bridges will be conducted during the
design phase, once a recommended alternative has been selected, as each of the proposed build
alternatives will require a different level of testing of the existing bridge materials. Based on the results,
the District will determine the appropriate controls and disposal methods to be employed during
construction.

The potential contamination sites located within 500 feet of the project are identified in Appendix F and
summarized in Tables 6-2 and 6-3. The Potential Contamination Sites Table provides a summary of the
evaluation for each site and the risk rating assignments. Additionally, solid waste facilities within onequarter mile, and Superfund/CERCLA sites within one mile of the project were identified. No solid waste
or Superfund sites were identified. This evaluation revealed zero No risk sites, thirteen Low risk sites,
three Medium Sites, and one High site (discussed below). Low risk sites do not hold an active industrial
waste or storage tank permit or the permit file contains no indication of current or prior contamination
issues. Please see Appendix G for regulatory files for sites which are assigned a Medium risk rating, and
Site No. 5, which is assigned a High risk rating.
Project Alternative
Rehabilitation
4 and M1
Reconstruction 7
and M-4

No
0
0

Table 6-2 Contamination Risk
Low
Medium
13
4
13

4

High
1
1

Site 1
Auto Parts 2002 Corp. / DBA US1 Auto Parts
Facility # 24750
1720 Bay Road
Miami 33170
Low Risk
According to County records, this facility disposes of approximately 76 pounds of Lead-acid batteries and
38 lbs. of used oils and lubricants per month. No history of contamination or regulatory violations was
found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
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Site 2
Bay Road Animal Clinic of Miami
Facility # 144276
1730 Bay Road
Miami Beach 33139
Low Risk
This veterinary hospital facility is listed by the County as a Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator,
disposing of approximately 52 lbs. of photographic waste per month. No history of contamination or
regulatory violations was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build
alternatives.

Site 3
Beach Auto Center, Inc. / Giant Motors
Facility# 26352 / 25128
1750 Bay Road
Miami Beach 33139
Low Risk
Beach Auto Center, Inc., an automotive repair shop, is listed by the County as a Small Quantity Generator,
disposing of used antifreeze, lead-acid batteries, mineral spirits, absorbents contaminated with oil, used
oils and lubricants, and used oil filters. Giant Motors, an automotive service, repair, and paint shop, is
listed as a Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator that disposes of approximately 105 lbs. of used
paint thinner per month. No history of contamination or regulatory violations was found in the files for
this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 4
Chevron Station / BP #0036736 / Chevron Property (former Gulf facility)
Facility # 9046846 / 9100478 / 9046870
1403 Dade Blvd.
Miami Beach 33139
Medium Risk
The Chevron Station facility was reported to the FDEP as closed in 1990 and the former station building
has been demolished. According to County files, three 10,000 gallon and one 550 gallon capacity tanks,
and associated lines were removed in 1984. Site assessment was conducted in 1990 and the site was
determined to be eligible for state-funded cleanup in 1991. A Remedial Action Plan was developed and
approved by the County in 1993. In 1993 and 1994, a remediation system was installed at the site to
conduct groundwater recovery and treatment. Installation was completed in 1995. A Contamination
Assessment Report (CAR) was prepared for the facility in 1996 and a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order
(SRCO) stipulating no further cleanup actions are required was issued in 1997. A 2002 scoring checklist for
participation in state-funded cleanup assigned this facility a low priority score of 9. However,
contamination assessment is ongoing at the property which is now Maurice Gibb Memorial Park site (see
Site 5). The source of the contamination at the park site has been associated with this Chevron facility.
Due to the historic usage of this property as a fuel station and the historic presence of petroleum
contamination, this site is assigned a MEDIUM risk rating for all build alternatives.
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Site 5
Maurice Gibb Park – Formerly Island View Park
FDEP Facility # 9813745
18th Avenue and Purdy Avenue, near 1700 Purdy Avenue
Miami Beach 33139
High Risk
This site was established as a City park in 1969. Prior to 1969, at least two facilities (Gulf Oil Company on
Dade Boulevard and Amber Oil Company on Purdy Avenue) stored products on the property. The Gulf Oil
Company station may have included an underground storage tank, as historical aerials show a small paved
area in the southwest corner of the current park grounds. Historically, Gulf Oil Company also operated a
gas station across Purdy Avenue at 1403 Dade Boulevard (see Chevron Property, Site 4), which was
monitored until a NFAP was accepted and the site was administratively closed in 1997.
In a letter from the County, dated July 25, 1984, the Gulf Oil Company was ordered to develop a plan to
determine the extent of site contamination, stop the discharges, and remove all discharged material from
the site. Monitoring wells were installed on August 16, 1984, including four monitoring wells.
Contamination was detected in one well within the park property in 1991. The ownership of Site 4 (Dade
Boulevard) was transferred from Gulf Oil Company to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. in July 1989. A NFAP was granted
by the FDEP Division of Waste Management and DERM Waste Management Division on February 14,
1997.
The County notified the City of Miami Beach on August 6, 1997 that petroleum contamination had been
found at the Maurice Gibb Park property. However, clean‐up efforts were not initiated at that time. On
October 19, 2012, during construction of the Sunset Harbour Pump Station Retrofit project, an odor and
sheen was identified during excavation work. The County requested that the City collect a groundwater
sample from a storm water injection well near the location where possible contaminated soil was
discovered. Results of the investigation conducted in 2013 confirmed that soil with concentrations of
contaminants above the FDEP residential and commercial/industrial soil cleanup target levels (SCTL) were
present near the Pump Station Retrofit Project. Soil and groundwater assessment activities are currently
ongoing. In July 2017, Ms. Margarita Wells at the City of Miami Beach stated via email that the City is
currently finalizing a Site Assessment and the last addendum of an April 2017 Remedial Action Plan (RAP).
A review of DERM files revealed that the RAP will address soil impacts and free floating product in
monitoring wells MW-18R and MW-21, on the south and southeastern portions of the site, respectively.
DERM has recommended the excavation of impacted soils within a 20-foot radius of MW-18R and MW21 to a minimum of 2 feet below the water table and infilling of the excavations with clean fill in
correspondence dated May 2017. The RAP recommends capping the park with two feet of clean fill when
the park is redesigned, tentatively anticipated to occur in 2018. Based on the presence of documented
contamination at this facility, this site is assigned a risk rating of HIGH for all build alternatives.
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Site 6
Larry’s Service Center
EPA Handler # FLR000152389
1769 Purdy Avenue
Miami Beach 33139
Low Risk
Larry’s Service Center, which closed in 2009, operated as an automotive repair shop. The facility was listed
by the County as a Small Quantity Generator since 1998, disposing of used oil (stored in two 250-gallon
used oil containers), batteries, used rags, oil filters, and used antifreeze. No history of contamination or
regulatory violations was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build
alternatives.

Site 7
Belle Plaza
FDEP Facility# 9805361
201 Island Avenue
Miami Beach 33139
Low Risk
This closed facility existed within a residential development and has a registered 550-gallon capacity fuel
storage tank, registered in 2002. No history of contamination or regulatory violations was found in the
files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 8
Miami Beach City Pump Station #10
FDEP Facility# 9401221
28 Venetian Way, Belle Isle
Miami Beach 33139
Low Risk
This facility utilizes one aboveground storage tank containing fuel oil. The facility was noted as out of
compliance during the most recent FDEP Storage Tank Facility Annual Compliance Site Inspection,
conducted in February 2016, due to no financial responsibility documentation, no release detection device
testing annual results, no tank test data records, non-operational fuel level gauge, and corrosion on the
top of the tank. No history of contamination was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating
is assigned for all build alternatives.
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Site 9
9 Island Condominium
FDEP Facility# 9803130
9 Island Avenue, Belle Isle
Miami Beach 33139
Low Risk
This facility exists within a residential development and has one registered 550-gallon capacity
aboveground fuel storage tank and one 1,000 gallon capacity underground storage tank installed in 2000.
No history of contamination or regulatory violations was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW
risk rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 10
Terrance Towers
FDEP Facility# 9806404
3 Island Avenue
Miami Beach 33139
Medium Risk
This closed facility existed within a residential development and had a 1,000-gallon capacity diesel
underground storage tank used to fuel an emergency generator. A discharge was reported at this facility
in 2003 after petroleum product was discovered in soil during a Tank Closure Assessment. The FDEP
assigned this site a low priority score of 10 for state-funded cleanup. Assessment and Source Removal
activities were conducted in 2005. A SRCO stipulating no further remedial action was necessary was issued
in 2010, after additional site assessment showed contamination concentrations had been reduced. Based
on the history of contamination at this site, a MEDIUM risk rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 11
Lido Spa Hotel Health Resort
FDEP Facility# 9803801
40 Island Avenue
Miami Beach 33139
Medium Risk
This facility exists as a resort and has two 250-gallon capacity heating oil aboveground storage tanks used
to fuel a heating system within the spa. A discharge was reported at this facility in 2001 after petroleum
product was discovered to be leaking from a corroded pipe to soil at the site. A Source Removal and Tank
Closure Assessment were conducted in 2001. In 2002, the FDEP assigned this site a low priority score of 9
for state-funded cleanup. Site Assessment activities were conducted in 2002 and a Monitoring Only Plan
was approved. After one year of groundwater monitoring, the site qualified for No Further Remedial
Action. A SRCO was issued in 2003. Based on the history of contamination at this site, a MEDIUM risk
rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
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Site 12
Texaco #240210718 (vacant parcel to the south of current 555 NE 15th Street and Venetian Way)
EPA Facility# FLD984172908
555 NE 15th Street
Miami 33132
Low Risk
This facility currently exists a public parking lot and was formerly an automotive maintenance facility,
registered as a Small Quantity Generator in 1990. This facility was closed in 2011. No history of
contamination or regulatory violations was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is
assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 13
Miami Herald Publishing Co.
EPA Handler # FLD980565899
FDEP Facility# 8622094
1 Herald Plaza
Miami 33132
Low Risk
This facility has been demolished, but formerly utilized eight storage tanks and was listed as a Small
Quantity Generator of hazardous waste including used oil, silver filter canisters, and pressure wash waste.
Four of the tanks were fiberglass construction and installed underground in 1981 (three 10,000 gallon
capacity gasoline, one 4,000 gallon capacity diesel, and one 2,000 capacity diesel). The other three singlewall steel 5,000 gallon capacity tanks were installed aboveground within concrete secondary containment
in 1962 and contained emergency generator fuel. The underground petroleum storage tanks were
removed by 2015, and the facility was found to be in compliance during the FDEP Storage Tank Facility
Closure Site Inspection conducted in March 2015. The tanks were de-commissioned and the soil within
their concrete containments was disposed of. No evidence of contamination was noted by the FDEP. A
Limited Tank Closure Assessment was conducted and approved by the County in 2015. No history of
contamination or regulatory violations was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is
assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 14
Venetia Condo Crescent Heights
FDEP Facility# 9300721
555 NE 15th Street
Miami 33132
Low Risk
This facility exists within a residential development and has one registered 1,000-gallon capacity
aboveground fuel storage tank installed in 1999. Prior to this tank, the facility utilized a 3,000 gallon
capacity underground storage tank that was installed in 1979. No history of contamination or regulatory
violations was found in the files for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build
alternatives.
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Site 15
Marriott Hotel and Marina Biscayne
FDEP Facility# 8628874
1633 N. Bayshore Drive
Miami 33132
Medium Risk
This marine fueling facility is closed, but formerly utilized three 1,000 gallon capacity gasoline
underground storage tanks and one 2,000 gallon capacity diesel underground storage tank installed in
1982. A discharge was reported at this site in 1992 involving overfill of unleaded gasoline storage tanks,
and assessment was conducted in 2001. The site was assigned a low priority score of 10 for state-funded
cleanup through the Petroleum Liability and Restoration Insurance Program (PLIRP) in 2007. The site
became eligible for state-funded contamination assessment in September 2015. No assessment files are
currently available for the site and it is listed by the FDEP as contaminated with ongoing cleanup. Based
on the presence of documented contamination at this facility, this site is assigned a risk rating of MEDIUM
for all build alternatives.

Site 16
Grand Condo Association, Inc.
FDEP Facility# 9300119
1717 N. Bayshore Drive
Miami 33132
Low Risk
This facility exists within a residential development and had one registered 2,000 gallon capacity
underground fuel storage tank installed in 1974. A Site Assessment was conducted for this site in 1990
and Contamination Assessment was conducted in 1991. Based on these assessments, it was determined
that cleanup was not required. In 2010, new piping was installed for an existing underground storage tank
fueling an onsite emergency generator and the FDEP inspection report at that time noted no violations. A
history of potential contamination was found in the files for this site, however, no violations or recent
discharges have occurred, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned for all build alternatives.
Site 17
1000 Venetian Way Condos
FDEP Facility# 9812031
1000 Venetian Way
Miami 33139
Low Risk
This facility exists within a residential development and had one registered 1,000 gallon capacity
underground fuel storage tank. A new storage tank was installed in 2010 and a Tank Closure assessment
was conducted and approved by the County in 2010. The Tank Closure Assessment revealed no evidence
of discharges or leaks and the facility was found to be in compliance during FDEP Closure and Installation
inspections conducted in 2010. No history of contamination or regulatory violations was found in the files
for this site, therefore a LOW risk rating is assigned.
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Site 18
Resorts World Miami Brownfield Site
1410, 1420, and 1431 N. Bayshore Drive;
360 NE 14th Terrace;
425 and 435 NE 13th Street;
1401 Biscayne Boulevard; and 1 Herald Plaza
Miami
Low Risk
Brownfield sites contain abandoned, idled, or underused industrial and commercial properties where
expansion or redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination. This site
was designated as a Brownfield by the City of Miami in 1998 and encompasses the area of the Miami
Herald Publishing Co. and Texaco #240210718 sites. A Brownfield Site Rehabilitation Agreement was
entered into for this site in December 2012. The agreement, which is between Miami-Dade County and
Resorts World Miami LLC, designates Resorts World Miami, LLC as the Person Responsible for Brownfield
Site Rehabilitation of this site, and stipulates that rehabilitation must be achieved in a timely manner.
Both of these are closed facilities with no current sources of contamination on file, therefore an overall
LOW risk rating is assigned.
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Table 6- 3 Potential Contamination Sites
MAP
ID

Name

Address

Contamination
Type

Contaminants of
Concern/Location

Risk Rating

Site ID

Rehabilitation

Reconstruction

1

Auto Parts 2002
Corp. / DBA US1 Auto
Parts

1720 Bay Road
Miami 33170

County Small
Quantity Generator

Petroleum, Waste Oil,
Lubricants, Batteries/NA

Facility # 24750

Low

Low

2

Bay Road Animal
Clinic of Miami

1730 Bay Road
Miami Beach 33139

County Small
Quantity Generator

Solvents/NA

Facility # 144276

Low

Low

3

Beach Auto Center,
Inc. / Giant Motors

1750 Bay Road
Miami Beach 33139

County Small
Quantity Generator

Petroleum, Waste Oil,
Lubricants, Batteries/NA

Facility# 26352 /
25128

Low

Low

4

Chevron Station / BP
#0036736 / Chevron
Property (former Gulf
facility)

1403 Dade Blvd.
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/Groundwater

Facility #
9046846 /
9100478 /
9046870

Medium

Medium

5

Maurice Gibb Park –
Formerly Island View
Park

18th Avenue and Purdy
Avenue, near 1700 Purdy
Avenue
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Contaminated Site

Petroleum/Groundwater
& Soil

FDEP Facility #
9813745

High

High

6

Larry’s Service Center

1769 Purdy Avenue
Miami Beach 33139

EPA regulated RCRA
site

Petroleum, Waste Oil,
Lubricants, Batteries/NA

EPA Handler #
FLR000152389

Low

Low

7

Belle Plaza

201 Island Avenue
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/NA

FDEP Facility#
9805361

Low

Low

8

Miami Beach City
Pump Station #10

28 Venetian Way, Belle
Isle
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/NA

FDEP Facility#
9401221

Low

Low

MAP
ID

Name

Address

Contamination Type

Contaminats of
Concern/Location

Site ID

Rehabilitation

Reconstruction
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9

9 Island
Condominium

9 Island Avenue, Belle Isle
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/NA

FDEP Facility#
9803130

Low

Low

10

Terrance Towers

3 Island Avenue
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank
Contamination Site

Petroleum/Soil

FDEP Facility#
9806404

Medium

Medium

11

Lido Spa Hotel Health
Resort

40 Island Avenue
Miami Beach 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/Groundwater
& Soil

FDEP Facility#
9803801

Medium

Medium

12

Texaco #240210718

555 NE 15th Street
Miami 33132

Former Petroleum
Storage Tanks Site

Petroleum/NA

EPA Facility#
FLD984172908

Low

Low

13

Miami Herald
Publishing Co.

1 Herald Plaza
Miami 33132

Petroleum, Solid
Waste/NA

Low

Venetia Condo
Crescent Heights

555 NE 15th Street
Miami 33132

EPA Handler #
FLD980565899
FDEP Facility#
8622094
FDEP Facility#
9300721

Low

14

Former hazardous
materials handler
and storer; former
storage tank site
FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Low

Low

15

Marriott Hotel and
Marina Biscayne

1633 N. Bayshore Drive
Miami 33132

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank
Contamination Site

Petroleum/Groundwater
& Soil

FDEP Facility#
8628874

Medium

Medium

16

Grand Condo
Association, Inc.
Miami 33132
1000 Venetian Way
Condos

1717 N. Bayshore Drive

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/NA

FDEP Facility#
9300119

Low

Low

1000 Venetian Way
Miami 33139

FDEP Petroleum
Storage Tank Site

Petroleum/NA

FDEP Facility#
9812031

Low

Low

Resorts World Miami
Brownfield Site

1410, 1420, and 1431 N.
Bayshore Drive;
360 NE 14th Terrace;
425 and 435 NE 13th
Street;
1401 Biscayne Boulevard;
and 1 Herald Plaza
Miami

Brownfield

Petroleum/NA

N/A

Low

Low

17
18
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Potential contamination sites located within 500 feet of the project corridor, solid waste facilities within
one-quarter mile, and Superfund/Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) sites within one mile of the project were evaluated for soil and groundwater contamination.
Five of the sites were determined to have a High or Medium risk of potential contamination involvement
with the project. The potential contamination types at the facilities reviewed include petroleum
hydrocarbons, pesticides/herbicides, metals, corrosive/caustic materials and a variety of industry specific
regulated compounds. Most of the potential contamination sources are adjacent to either the east or
west approaches to the causeway. The potential for contamination involvement is equivalent for all build
alternatives studied as construction near contamination risk sites will be required for bridge approaches
for both rehabilitation and reconstruction alternatives.
The majority of potential contamination sites within 500 feet of the project are considered to present Low
risk based on their current and historical permit(s), site use, and regulatory status. This includes those
sites which have no records of industrial or storage tank permits, no documented contamination events
or have an agency approved SRCO/NFAP status as the result of successful remedial actions (other than
petroleum contaminated sites). Sites are also assigned a Low rating based on their proximity to the project
corridor if they held or currently hold a USEPA Hazardous Waste Generator permit (allowing for a business
to handle, store, and properly dispose of hazardous substances), even if contamination concerns were not
discovered in the records review.
No ROW acquisition is anticipated at this time. However, the project will be reevaluated during design to
determine if any new contamination-related risks are present and to evaluate potential dewatering
concerns. Level II Contamination Assessment investigations will be completed for any areas that have
proposed dewatering or subsurface work activities (e.g. pole foundations, drainage features) occurring
adjacent to or at any of these sites. In addition, the DCIC will coordinate with the District Structures
Engineer, District Structures Maintenance Engineer, or District Facilities Engineer, as appropriate,
regarding asbestos containing material or metal based coatings surveys for structure/bridges within the
project.
If dewatering will be necessary during construction, a SFWMD Water Use Permit will be required. The
contractor will be held responsible for ensuring compliance with any necessary dewatering permit(s). Any
dewatering operations in the vicinity of potentially contaminated areas shall be limited to low-flow and
short-term. A dewatering plan may be necessary to avoid potential contamination plume exacerbation.
All permits will be obtained in accordance with Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.
Additionally, the contractor shall follow applicable FDOT Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge
Construction for areas of unforeseen contamination. These specifications require that in the event any
hazardous material or suspected contamination is encountered during construction, or any spills are
caused by construction-related activities, the Contractor shall be instructed to stop work immediately and
notify the FDOT Construction Project Manager.
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APPENDIX A
Land Use Figure
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10 | Single-Family, Med.-Density (2-5 DU/Gross Acre) | 108.69 ac
11 | Single-Family, High Density (Over 5 DU/Gross Acre) | 2.89 ac
13 | Single-Family, Low-Density (Under 2 DU/Gross Acre) | 8.87 ac
30 | Multi-Family, Low-Density (Under 25 DU/Gross Acre) | 7.11 ac
35 | Multi-Family, High Density (Over 25 DU/Gross Acre) | 24.66 ac
110 | Sales and Services | 3.64 ac
113 | Office Building | 0.67 ac
180 | Multi-floor Residential with Commercial Use | 0.35 ac
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200 | Transient Residential | 6.48 ac

620 | Railroads - Terminals, Trackage, and Yards. | 0.98 ac

320 | Industrial | 0.17 ac

633 | Communications | 0.22 ac

412 | Private Schools | 0.13 ac

640 | Streets and Roads | 61.87 ac

414 | Colleges and Universities | 1.94 ac

641 | Paved Highways, Expressways and Ramps | 0.88 ac

430 | Hospitals, Nursing Homes and Adult Congregate Living Quarters | 0.51 ac

646 | Street Right-of-Way and Entrance Features | 0.52 ac

440 | Houses of Worship and Religious | 1.37 ac

650 | Parking - Public and Private Garages and Lots | 0.20 ac

450 | Governmental/Public Administration | 6.81 ac

670 | Road Maintenance and Storage Yards, and Motor Pools | 0.92 ac

510 | Municipal Operated Parks | 13.53 ac

801 | Vacant Government | 0.25 ac

517 | Private Recreational Facilities | 5.15 ac

804 | Vacant, Non-Protected, Privately-Owned | 11.21 ac

527 | Marina complexes | 8.22 ac

932 | Coastal Water (Bay only) within the Biscayne Bay Urban Aquatic Preserve | 332.66 ac
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3. Imagery: Miami-Dade County GIS
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Soil ID | Description | Acreage
15 | URBAN LAND | 263 ac
99 | WATER | 341 ac
Disclaimer: Stantec assumes no responsibility for data
supplied in electronic format. The recipient accepts
full responsibility for verifying the accuracy and
completeness of the data. The recipient releases
Stantec, its officers, employees, consultants and
agents, from any and all claims arising in any way
from the content or provision of the data.
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APPENDIX C
Site Photographs
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Site #4, Chevron property, facing southeast from Site #5. The fenced-off work
area in Site #5 Maurice Gibb Park, is visible in the foreground.
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Site #5 Maurice Gibb Park facing south
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Site #5 Maurice Gibb Park facing west showing lift station and fenced-off work
area in the background (right-hand side of photograph)
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Site #10, approximate former location of Terrance Towers storage tank area.
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Site #15, Marriot Hotel and Marina Biscayne
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Site #11, Lido Spa Hotel, facing north.
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Site #18, Resorts World Miami Brownfield location, facing northeast. Site #16,
Marriott Hotel and Marina Biscayne is visible in the background on the left-hand
side of the photograph.
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Historical Aerial Photographs
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1951 – West side of Causeway (east side not available)
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1973
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1991-East side of Causeway

1991 – West side of Causeway
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2015
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Regulatory Files
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Site 4
Chevron Station / BP #0036736 / Chevron Property
FDEP Facility # 9046846 / 9100478 / 9046780
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Site 4

Site 5
Maurice Gibb Park
FDEP Facility #9813745
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Department of Regulatory and Economic Resources

MIAMl·DAD
·

W•lll~it•

Environmental Resources Management
701 NW 1st Court, 4th Floor
Miami, Florida 33136-3912
T 305-372-6700 F 305-372-6982

Ca rlos A. Gime nez, Ma yor

May 4, 2017

miamidade.gov

Site 5

CERTIFIED MAIL NO . 7014 1200 0002 0826 2221
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Susy Torriente , Assistant City Manager
City of Miami Beach
1700 Convention Center Drive
Miami Beach , FL 33139
Re :

Site Assessment Report (SAR) addressing both the Non-Petroleum Site Wide discharge and the
January 13, 1997 Petroleum Discharge (FDEP 139813745) and dated April 10, 2017 and prepared by
Atkins for the City of Miami Beach Maurice Gibb Park (UT-5443/File-15745/DEP-139813745) located
at, near, or in the vicinity of 1700 Purdy Ave , Miami Beach , Miami-Dade County, Florida .

Dear Ms . Torriente:
The Department of Regulatory and Economic Resources-Division of Environmental Resources Management
(DERM) has reviewed the above-referenced document received April 20 , 2017 . The following comments are
provided :
1. The report indicates that a 2' layer of clean fill will be utilized at the park and will serve as both an
engineering control and to raise surface elevation . Be advised that the addition of a surface cap
will eliminate direct exposure to contam inated soils . Therefore , since an engineering control will be
applied , the partial removal of the contaminated soils based on direct exposure is not required .
However, DERM does not object to the removal of those recommended areas of higher soil
concentrations if elected by the City. Please also note that this is not a commercial site and the
commercial Soil Cleanup Target Levels (SCTLs) are not applicable.
However, DERM does concur that the soil removal should focus on improving groundwater
conditions in areas with groundwater impacts such as the two areas of free-floating product (FFP)
at MW-18R and MW-21. Based on monitoring well spacing , areas of FFP identified in monitoring
wells MW-18R and MW-21 may extend as much as 50' or more away from these locations due to
the lack of a more refined FFP delineation. Please note the following :
•

•

•

Based on the abutting residential and open air establishments, it is recommended that the
excavations to address the FFP do not remain open subsequent to the remed iation as
proposed to avoid potential nuisance and odor cond itions .
Soil excavations shall extend a minimum of a 20' radius around each monitori ng well
containing FFP and to a minimum of 2' below the water table . Based on the tidal influence at
the site , areas of FFP and stained soils or stained saturated soils may extend well beyond the
monitoring wells containing FFP. Therefore , the soil excavation in the FFP locations shall
extend vertically and horizontally in all directions until no further FFP or stained soils above and
below the water table are identified plus an additional 5' feet beyond this point.
Visually stained vadose zone and saturated soils shall be removed and disposed as soon as
feasible . It is recommended that these soils not be staged and stored on-site to avoid the
previously described potential nuisanc co~ditions. Any_ run-o f from[ saturate _soil removal

fUYerl115 c,xce{ e-xce- -very · ?ff

Ms. Torriente
Maurice Gibb Park
UT-5443/File-15745/DEP-139813745
May 4, 2017
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•

•

shall be contained and properly disposed . FFP on the water table shall be pumped out and
properly disposed .
A replacement monitoring well plan in support of evaluating FFP removal and groundwater
monitoring in support of NFAC shall be proposed following the report on the corrective action
and based on the observed conditions .
Any areas of soil staining or observation of FFP identified from previous utility excavation work
and former monitoring wells shall be depicted on the site diagram and addressed with the
Corrective Action Plan for potential FFP.

2. A Corrective Action Plan (CAP) further detailing the soil capping at the park will be necessary. This
shall include:
•
•
•
•

•

A Health and Safety Plan .
A contingency shall be in place to address any nuisance or odor conditions that may arise.
Provide clarification if the park will remain open and accessible during any of the soil corrective
action plan implementation .
A site elevation survey prior to work at the park along with a projected elevation map clearly
depicting that the park elevation will be raised with 2' of clean fill in its entirety. Be advised that
if re-grading the site will occur prior to placing the clean fill , it will be necessary to track the
movement of contaminated soil and any change in site elevation form the baseline to ensure
the placement of the 2' of clean fill.
Provide an Engineering Control Maintenance plan which includes periodic inspections to
ensure the cap remains in place along with a procedure for conducting repairs and
maintenance as needed .

3. Install one additional monitoring well on the north end of the park just prior to the Marine Patrol
building and sample and analyze the well for VOAs , PAHs, and FL PRO. At this location, also
sample and analyze the soil for PAHs and FL PRO from the 0-6" and 6"-2' interval. Furthermore, a
round of groundwater samples from all site monitoring wells shall be obtained prior to the soil
corrective action plan implementation . Any significant changes in groundwater data shall be
considered in the CAP.
4. A site map detailing the site features and layout along with the GPR anomalies and trenches shall
be provided . Label each location with the type , depth , and percentage of debris identified.
5. The sampling summary tables shall be updated to include all chemicals of concern analyzed and
their results . Furthermore , the analytical tables shall be revised in accordance with the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection 's (FDEP) rule requirements . All analytes that were not
detected shall be summarized in the analytical table as "MDL(U)" for all the data collected after
May 2007. Please refer to the May 14, 2007 Quality Assurance Memorandum from FDEP
(http://www.dep.state .fl .us/labs/docs/bpss qarelated .pdf) . The tables shall list all contaminants
detected with their corresponding CTLs .
6. All monitoring well sampling logs shall be included in the report .

Ms. Torriente
Maurice Gibb Park
UT-5443/File-157 45/DEP-1398137 45
May 4, 2017
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DERM has the option to split any samples deemed necessary with the consultant or laboratory at the subject
site. The consultant collecting the samples shall perform field sampling work in accordance with the Standard
Operating Procedures provided in Chapter 62-160, Florida Administrative Code (FAC), as amended . The
laboratory analyzing the samples shall perform laboratory analyses pursuant to the National Environmental
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NELAP) certification requirements . If the data submitted exhibits a
substantial variance from DERM split sample analysis , a complete resampling using two independent certified
laboratories will be required .
DERM shall be notified in writing a minimum of three (3) working days prior to the implementation of any
sampling or field activities. Email notifications shall be directed to DERMPCD@miamidade.gov. Please
include the DERM file number on all correspondence .
Therefore , within sixty (60) days upon receipt of this letter, submit a Supplemental SAR and CAP for all areas
of the site (petroleum and non-petroleum) , prepared in accordance with Chapter 62-780 , FAC . And Chapter
24, Code of Miam i-Dade County and addressing the above comments .
Failure to adhere to the items and timeframes stipulated above may result in enforcement action for this site.
If you have any questions concerning the above , please contact Thomas Kux , P.G. (Kuxt@miamidade.gov) of
the DERM at (305) 372-6700.
Sincerely,

~
Wilbur Mayorga , P.E., Chief
Environmental Monitoring & Restoration Division
TK
ec:

FDEP file
Margarita Wells , City of Miami Beach , MargaritaWells@miamibeachfl.gov
W . Mark Henry, Atkins , mark.henry@atkinsglobal.com

800 Brickell Avenue, Suite 500
Miami, Florida 33131
tel:

305‐372‐7171

fax:

305‐372‐9167

08-20-2013

August 19, 2013

Mr. Wilbur Mayorga, P.E.
Miami‐Dade County Department of Regulatory and Economic Resources
Environmental Monitoring and Restoration Division
Pollution Remediation Section
701 NW 1st Court, 4th Floor
Miami, Florida 33136‐3912
Subject:

Maurice Gibb Park (Former Island View Park) Soil Investigation Report,
UT 5443/File 15745/FDEP Facility ID No. 9813745

Dear Mr. Mayorga:
On behalf of the City of Miami Beach, CDM Smith Inc. (CDM Smith) is pleased to provide the following
letter report summarizing the Maurice Gibb Park soil investigation. The soil investigation was
conducted in accordance with the June 17, 2013 letter from the Miami‐Dade County Department of
Regulatory and Economic Resources (RER), Environmental Monitoring and Restoration Division,
Pollution Remediation Section (PRS) and the provisions of Chapter 62‐780, to evaluate soil
contamination at Maurice Gibb Park (former Island View Park). A site location map is included as
Figure 1 (Attachment A).

Background Information
The Miami‐Dade County Department of Regulatory and Economic Resources, formerly the
Department of Environmental Resources Management (DERM), notified the City on August 6, 1997
that petroleum contamination had been found at the Maurice Gibb Park property (former Island View
Park), 1700 Purdy Avenue. However, clean‐up efforts were not initiated at that time. On October 19,
2012, during construction of the Sunset Harbour Pump Station Retrofit project an odor and sheen
commonly associated with petroleum contamination was identified during excavation work.
On October 25, 2012 RER issued a memorandum that documented their review of the file with
respect to the reported contamination and outlined procedures to address the possible
contamination at Maurice Gibb Park during construction. In their memorandum, RER requested that
a groundwater sample be collected from a stormwater injection well near the location where possible
contamination in soil was discovered, and that confirmation soil sampling be completed to confirm or
deny the presence of soil contamination.
In February 2013, CDM Smith, under contract to the City of Miami Beach collected the soil and
groundwater samples as requested by RER. A report summarizing the findings of the initial
investigation was submitted to RER on March 19, 2013. Results of the investigation confirmed that soil
with concentrations of benzo‐a‐pyrene (BAP) equivalents above the Florida Department of
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Environmental Protection (FDEP) residential and commercial/industrial soil cleanup target levels
(SCTL) established in Chapter 62‐777, F.A.C. was present in the vicinity of the Pump Station Retrofit
Project. A letter acknowledging the initial findings and providing requirements for addressing
contaminated soil during construction was provided by RER, dated April 24, 2013.
RER subsequently issued a letter, dated June 17, 2013, requesting additional soil and groundwater
assessment and possible remedial action. RER required that a soil investigation be initiated within 30
days, and a soil investigation report be provided within 60 days, of receipt of the letter. This letter is
submitted in response to RER’s request and meets the requirement of Chapter 62‐780.600(3)(b),
F.A.C. for soil.

Results of Soil Investigation
Soil sampling was performed on July 9 and 11, 2013. Soil screening samples were collected from a
total of 20 locations (S‐01 through S‐20) at depths of 0.5 foot and 2.0 feet below land surface (bls).
The soil screening locations are shown on Figure 2 (Attachment A). The water table was encountered
at approximately two feet bls, although tidal fluctuations in excess of one foot were observed at the
site. At locations S‐01, S‐08, and S‐15 auger refusal was identified between 1.2 and 2.0 feet bls. The
nature and extent of the obstruction was not definitively identified but is likely buried concrete.
Screening samples were collected by advancing a decontaminated stainless‐steel hand auger to the
sample depth. Screening samples were collected in glass jars and immediately sealed with aluminum
foil. All samples were then screened using an organic vapor analyzer photo‐ionization detector (OVA‐
PID). Results of the soil screening are provided as Table 1 (Attachment B). OVA‐PID responses varied
from no response up to a value of 132 parts per million calibration gas equivalents (ppm) at S‐01. In
general, higher OVA‐PID responses also correlated well to petroleum odors, as noted in Table 1. Five
soil samples were analyzed for polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) using EPA Method 8270. Soil
sampling locations were selected based on OVA‐PID responses, and were intended to represent high,
medium, and low responses for correlation to analytical results, in accordance with Chapter 62‐
780.600(4)(f), F.A.C. All soil samples were collected in accordance with procedures described in FDEP
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) FS 3000. All samples were analyzed by Accutest Laboratories,
Inc. (Accutest).
Results of all of the soil samples analyzed for PAHs are summarized in Table 2 (Attachment B). The
residential SCTL for BAP equivalents of 100 ug/kg was exceeded at 2.0 feet bls at locations S‐01, S‐02,
S‐08, S‐13, and S‐16 with concentrations of 850, 390, 4,700, 130, and 110 ug/kg, respectively. The
commercial/industrial SCTL of 700 ug/kg was exceeded at S‐01 and S‐08. Additionally, the leachability
SCTL for benzo‐a‐anthracene (800 ug/kg) and benzo‐b‐fluoranthene (2,400 ug/kg) were exceeded at S‐
08 with concentrations of 4,000 and 4,520 ug/kg, respectively. The results include the samples
collected during the February 2013 sampling event. Soil screening location S‐01 was collected from
the location of soil sample IVP‐SB collected in February 2013.
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Site Location Map
Maurice Gibb Park
(Former Island View Park)
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Maurice Gibb Park
(Former Island View Park)
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Table 1 ‐ Summary of OVA‐PID Results ‐ Soil Sampling
Maurice Gibb Park (Former Island View Park)
City of Miami Beach, Florida

Sample ID

Depth Interval
of Sample
Collection
(ft bls)

Date
PID Reading
Collected

OVA‐PID
Reading
(ppm)

Total Benzo(a)pyrene
Equivalents
(ug/kg)

Odor

S‐01‐0.5
S‐01‐2.0
S‐02‐0.5
S‐02‐2.0
S‐03‐0.5
S‐03‐2.0
S‐04‐0.5
S‐04‐2.0
S‐05‐0.5
S‐05‐2.0
S‐06‐0.5
S‐06‐2.0
S‐07‐0.5
S‐07‐2.0
S‐08‐0.5
S‐08‐1.2
S‐09‐0.5
S‐09‐2.0
S‐10‐0.5
S‐10‐2.0
S‐11‐0.5
S‐11‐2.0
S‐12‐0.5
S‐12‐2.0
S‐13‐0.5
S‐13‐2.0
S‐14‐0.5
S‐14‐2.0
S‐15‐0.5
S‐15‐2.0
S‐16‐0.5
S‐16‐2.0
S‐17‐0.5
S‐17‐2.0
S‐18‐0.5
S‐18‐2.0
S‐19‐0.5
S‐19‐2.0
S‐20‐0.5
S‐20‐2.0

0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
1.2
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0

7/9/13 (2/13/2013)
7/9/13 (2/13/2013)
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/09/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13
07/11/13

43.6
132
33.1
39.4
32.2
27.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
5.6
9.4
4.4
9.1
4.5
8.1
23.7
31.8
0.4
1.3
0.8
1.4
0.0
12.7
0.6
1.7
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.8
0.0
0.7
0.3
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.4

900
850
na
390
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
100
na
na
na
4,700
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
130
na
na
na
na
na
110
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na

Strong Odor
Strong Odor
Strong Odor
Strong Odor
Odor
Odor
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Slight Odor
Slight Odor
Strong Odor
Strong Odor
None
None
None
None
None
None
Slight Odor
Slight Odor
None
None
None
None
Slight Odor
Slight Odor
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Notes:
Bold values indicated parameter detected.
Highlighted cell indicates parameter exceeds SCTL.
na indicates no analytical sample was collected

Table 2 ‐ Summary of Analytical Results ‐ Soil Sampling
Maurice Gibb Park (Former Island View Park)
City of Miami Beach, Florida

Ethyl Benzene

Xylenes

1‐Methylnaphthalene

2‐Methylnaphthalene

Acenaphthene

Acenaphthylene

Anthracene

Benzo(a)anthracene

Benzo(a)pyrene

Benzo(b)fluoranthene

Benzo(ghi)perylene

Benzo(k)fluroanthene

Chrysene

Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene

Fluroanthene

Fluorene

Ideno(1,2,3‐cd)pyrene

Naphthalene

Phenanthrene

Pyrene

Total Benzo(a)pyrene
Equivalents

Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) by EPA Method 8270*

Toluene

Date
Sample
Collected

BTEX by EPA Method 8260

Benzene

Depth Interval
of Sample
Collection
(ft bls)

TRPH (by FL‐PRO Method)

Analyte Concentration
μg/kg

Commercial/
Industrial SCTL

NA

27,000

1,700

60,000,000

9,200,000

700,000

1,800,000

2,100,000

20,000,000

20,000,000

300,000,000

#

700

#

52,000,000

#

#

#

59,000,000

33,000,000

#

300,000

36,000,000

45,000,000

700

Residential SCTL

NA

460

1,200

7,500,000

1,500,000

130,000

200,000

210,000

2,400,000

1,800,000

21,000,000

#

100

#

2,500,000

#

#

#

3,200,000

2,600,000

#

55,000

2,200,000

2,400,000

100

Leachability SCTL

NA

340

7

500

600

200

3,100

8,500

2,100

27,000

2,500,000

800

8,000

2,400

32,000,000

24,000

77,000

700

1,200,000

160,000

6,600

1,200

250,000

880,000

8,000

74 U

74 U

74 U

514

620

704

439

543

711

98.1

1,300

82.0 I

497

74 U

622

1,020

900

65 U

575

599

580

434

492

578

78.3

1,210

65.0 U

484

65 U

704

946

850

320

276

437

87.6

179

309

66 U

122

66 U

191

596

390

38.2

63.5

8.9 U

336

PID Reading
(PPM)

Sample ID

IVP‐SB‐0.5 (S‐01‐0.5)

0.5

02/13/13

43.6

297

1.3 U

1.3 U

1.4 U

4.0 U

IVP‐SB‐2.0 (S‐01‐2.0)

2.0

02/13/13

132

128

1.2 U

1.2 U

1.3 U

3.7 U

65 U

65 U

65 U

S‐02‐2.0

2.0

07/11/13

39.4

1.95

0.97 U

0.97 U

1.1 U

3.0 U

66 U

66 U

66 U

S‐06‐2.0

2.0

07/11/13

9.4

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

71 U

71 U

71 U

71 U

45 U

71.2

75.0

110

S‐08‐1.2

1.2

07/11/13

8.1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

75 U

75 U

359

75 U

865

4,000

3,320

4,520

1,050

1,740

2,900

S‐13‐2.0

2.0

07/11/13

1.7

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

75 U

75 U

75 U

75 U

47 U

76.2

94.2

135

44.0

48.3

101

S‐16‐2.0

2.0

07/11/13

0.7

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

79 U

79 U

79 U

79 U

50 U

70.6

79.7

131

Notes:
(1) FDEP Chapter 62‐777, Soil Cleanup Target Levels (SCTL), 4‐17‐05.
* See Lab Report for additional analyte results.
Bold values indicated parameter detected.
U indicates below detection limit
I indicates that the result is greater than the Method Detection Limit but less than the Practical Quantitation Limit
# indicates that each concentration must be converted to Benzo(a)pyrene equivalent
Highlighted cell indicates parameter exceeds SCTL.

158 I

100 I

101 I

164

55.4 I

27.2 I

34.5 I

38.6 I

106

21.1 I

11.4 I

9.9 U

782

171 I

6,820

185 I

233

71 U

29.9 I

71 U

86.6 I

3,350

110 I

5,110

100

361

1,510

75 U

4,700

75 U

49.4

75 U

64.7 I

131 I

130

79 U

43.3

79 U

80.7 I

156 I

110

April 17, 2014

Sent Via Email

Wilbur Mayorga, P.E., Chief
Environmental Monitoring and Restoration Division
Miami-Dade County Department of Regulatory and Economic Resources
Overtown Transit Village
701 NW 1st Ct
Miami, FL 33136

Re:

Soil and Groundwater Sampling Plan
Maurice Gibb Memorial Park
1700 Purdy Avenue
Miami Beach, Florida 33139
UT-5443/File-15745/DEP-139813745

04-23-2014

Mr. Mayorga,
The City of Miami Beach (City) is in receipt of your letter correspondence dated August 28,
2013 with comments on the Soil Investigation Report dated August 19, 2013 submitted for
the Maurice Gibb Memorial Park. The City intends to conduct an additional assessment of
soil and groundwater conditions at the site in response to the comments received and
submit a summary of the findings to the Department. On behalf of its client, Atkins is
submitting the following sampling plan for the additional assessment.
Site History
Maurice Gibb Memorial Park, originally known as Island View Park, was established by the
City circa 1969 and is located at the northwest corner of the intersection of Dade Boulevard
and Purdy Avenue on Miami Beach. Prior to 1969, at least two facilities (Gulf Oil Company
on Dade Boulevard and Amber Oil Company on Purdy Avenue) stored hydrocarbons on the
property. The Gulf Oil Company station may have included an underground storage tank,
as historical aerials show a small paved area in the southwest corner of the current park
grounds. Historically, Gulf Oil Company also operated a gas station across Purdy Avenue at
1403 Dade Boulevard, which was monitored until a No Further Action Proposal (NFAP)
was accepted and the site was administratively closed in 1997.
Historical Assessments
The first reports of contamination in the vicinity of Maurice Gibb Memorial Park date to
July 1984, when a Southern Bell worker fainted due to gas fumes while working in a
manhole at the intersection of Dade Boulevard and Purdy Avenue. A City inspector visited
the area 10 days later and found a 2-3 inch black, sludge-like layer of hydrocarbons in the
manhole. Upon inspecting the Gulf Oil Company property at 1403 Dade Boulevard, the
inspector noted no vent lines or filler cap indicating the former gas station had been
properly abandoned.
In a letter from the former Miami-Dade Department of
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Environmental Resources Management (DERM), now the Department of Regulatory and
Economic Resources (RER), dated July 25, 1984, the Gulf Oil Company was ordered to
develop a plan to determine the extent of site contamination, stop the discharges, and
remove all discharged material from the site. Monitoring wells were installed on August
16, 1984, including four monitoring wells in what was then Island View Park (See Figure 1
for Site Location Map). Contamination was detected in one well within the park property,
MW-18, in 1991. The ownership of the 1403 Dade Boulevard site was transferred from
Gulf Oil Company to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. in July 1989. A NFAP was granted by the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) Division of Waste Management and
DERM Waste Management Division on February 14, 1997 after which the site was
administratively closed.
Petroleum contamination was discovered at Island View Park during an inspection by
DERM’s Pollution Prevention Division in June 1997. DERM notified the City of this
contamination in a letter dated August 6, 1997. However, clean-up efforts were not
initiated at that time. On October 19, 2012, during construction of the Sunset Harbour
Pump Station Retrofit project, an odor and sheen commonly associated with petroleum
contamination was identified during excavation work and reported to RER. The firm of
CDM Smith was contracted by the City to conduct soil and groundwater sampling in the
vicinity of the excavation in February 2013. Per the summary of initial findings submitted
to RER on March 19, 2013, soil with concentrations of benzo-a-pyrene (BAP) equivalents
above FDEP residential and commercial/industrial soil cleanup target level (SCTL) were
identified in the area.
In a letter dated June 17, 2013, RER requested additional soil and groundwater sampling at
Maurice Gibb Memorial Park. On July 9 and 11, 2013, soil samples were collected at a
depth of 6 inches at one location and 24 inches from 20 locations. An organic vapor
analyzer-photo-ionization detector (OVA-PID) was used to screen for petroleum vapors.
Five soil samples were analyzed for polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) using EPA Method
8270. However, in a letter dated August 28, 2013, RER requested more extensive sampling
to fully delineate the contamination plume, including a full laboratory analysis of all
samples rather than using an OVA-PID field analysis, and sample analysis for volatile
organic aromatics (VOAs), total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons (TRPHs), and PAHs.
Proposed Sampling Plan – Soil Investigation
Atkins proposes to advance six soil borings around the known contamination locations to
identify the outer limits of the plume. See Figure 2 for the proposed boring locations. Two
soil samples will be taken from each soil boring location: one from the 0-6 inch interval and
the second from the 6-24 inch interval. Soil samples will be sent under chain of custody to
a certified National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (NELAP) laboratory
and analyzed for PAH via EPA Method 8270C, VOA via EPA Method 8260C, and TRPH via FL
PRO Method. Sampling activities will be conducted in accordance with the FDEP Standard
Operating Procedures for Field Activities (DEP-SOP-001/01).
Proposed Sampling Plan – Groundwater Investigation
Two shallow groundwater monitoring wells will initially be installed, one at the former
Gulf Oil Company location and one at the former Amber Oil Company location to investigate
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current groundwater quality at these two locations. See Figure 2 for the proposed
monitoring well locations.
If petroleum contamination is identified and further
investigation is needed to define the extent of a groundwater contamination plume,
additional wells will be installed after completion of any source removal activities that are
required for this property. Groundwater samples will be sent under chain of custody to a
certified NELAP laboratory and analyzed for PAH via EPA Method 8270C, VOA via EPA
Method 8260C, and TRPH via FL PRO Method. Sampling activities will be conducted in
accordance with the FDEP Standard Operating Procedures for Field Activities (DEP-SOP001/01).
Please contact the undersigned at (305) 514-3485 or mark.henry@atkinsglobal.com if you
have any questions or comments on the proposed sampling plan.
Sincerely,
Atkins

W. Mark Henry
Senior Scientist
Attch: Figures
Cc:

Kevin Slapp, RER
Elizabeth Wheaton, City of Miami Beach
Margarita Wells, City of Miami Beach
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APPENDIX G

Asbestos and Lead-Based Paint Survey Reports for Bridge 1
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Contamination Screening Evaluation Report

